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Abstract: With the privatization of the health sector and an overall trend in health care where the servicing of the patients and illness prevention is becoming a major source of industry's revenue, marketing innovation to attract new customers is becoming increasingly relevant for organizational performance and financial results of hospitals. Consequently, offering an innovative and superior marketing mix for the customers is a necessary requirement for market competitiveness. Marketing operations and market orientation should, therefore, aim to boost the marketing innovation of hospitals. In this paper, we built a research framework to measure influence of market orientation on marketing innovation in Saudi Arabian hospitals. By determining the relationship between the market orientation factors, centralization, formalization and marketing innovation, organizations will know which aspect of market orientation to focus on. A six-step research framework has been proposed which will help to explain the impact of customer orientation, inter-functional orientation and competitor orientation on marketing innovation together with the moderating effects of centralization and formalization on those relationships. The findings of the future study may suggest an important role of market orientation for an effective innovation generation and business performance of hospitals in Saudi Arabia.
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1. Introduction

In the last decades, we have seen an evolution of the service sector’s role in the economy, its relevance in increasing innovation, competitiveness, employment and economic growth (Hauknes, 1998; de Jong, Bruins, Dolfsma and Meijaard, 2003; Howells and Tether, 2004; Tether, 2005). From the growing importance of this sector, it becomes important to analyze the determinant factors of innovative capability of service firms in particular. The importance of the innovation process in services is widely recognized,
both theoretically and empirically, but the heterogeneity of the service sector and the lack of an innovation typology that allows integration of that diversity make theoretical teaching and empirical analyses difficult. The literature demonstrates a growing interest in the study of innovation in services. The service sector covers a wide range of different activities with greatly differentiating characteristics (Hauknes, 1998; Drejer, 2004).

In addition to innovations in products and production processes, in a market economy, there are also innovations in the marketing of products. The development of new marketing tools and methods plays an important role in the evolution of industries. In recent years, for instance, new ways of gathering consumer information through innovative marketing programs and technologies have enabled firms to reach consumers more effectively and to use new trading formats and techniques. However, despite its obvious importance, unlike product or process innovation, marketing innovation has received little attention in the economics literature. The purpose of this paper is to make a contribution to the economic analysis of marketing innovation by establishing a research framework that will enable explanation of the variables that influence marketing innovation.

Research in the context of health sector, which is usually publicly financed, is scarce, especially in the context of Arabic countries and Saudi Arabia. Therefore, our study has both descriptive and explorative value. Our research has mainly addresses the link between market orientation variables, market and incremental innovation, how the aforementioned orientation processes affect the innovation process itself. Also, another objective of the study is to determine the current state of marketing innovation in the Saudi Arabian hospitals. The main research questions included are: which type of market orientation causes radical innovation and incremental innovation, what is the moderating influence of formalization and centralization of processes on a relationship between marketing orientation and innovation, what is the current level of incremental and radical marketing innovation of Saudi Arabia hospitals, if existent, what are the main reasons of insufficient marketing innovation in Saudi Arabia hospitals and how does the current condition of the health sector, i.e., Saudi Arabian hospitals correlate to the marketing innovation process. Our aim is to explore how different variables that are consumer and competitor orientation, inter-functional coordination, centralization and formalization affect radical and incremental innovation, the factors which influence such process and the strength of the connection of these variables in the context of hospital sector in Saudi Arabia.

2. Market orientation – marketing innovation research model construction

2.1 Marketing orientation theory

The theoretical foundation of the research is based on the market orientation and marketing innovation theories and complemented with centralization and formalization variables. Narver and Slater, as well as Kohli and Jaworski, explained the concept of market orientation as a certain behavior. According to Slater and Narver “because a market orientation essentially involves doing something new or different in response to market conditions, it may be viewed as a form of innovative behavior”. The accessible
empirical investigations of the association between market orientation and company performance tend to
draw general conclusions about this association as no effort has been made to examine the nature and the
importance of this association in specific market environments (e.g., industrial markets vs. consumer
markets). Market orientation is an important element of the organizational structure. Kohli and Jaworski
(1990) define market orientation as "the organization-wide generation of market intelligence, dissemination
of its intelligence across departments, and organization-wide responsiveness to it."

A market-oriented organization is considered to be an "open system". This means that a market-oriented
organization emphasizes interaction with the environment as essential for its functioning (Scott, 1992).
This differs with an organization that is oriented to internally driven optimization and, thus, seeks to
defend itself against the environment. Market orientation, more specifically, involves generation and
dissemination of market intelligence that is composed of information about the external environment
confronting an organization, sharing of this information among all functions in an organization and rapid
managerial action in response to this information. An organization that is market oriented also possesses a
strong long-term orientation to ensure that preferences of current and potential customers are identified,
as also the ability of current and potential competitors to satisfy these preferences. Finally, a market-
oriented organization exhibits a determined orientation toward profitability to ensure that the resources
necessary to support the information collection, dissemination, and organizational response activities are
available (Kohli & Jaworski, 1990; Narver & Slater, 1990). In our research we have followed the three
dimensions of market orientation favored by Narver and Slater to build the research model. A market
oriented hospital is expected to use its market information to achieve operation efficiency because it is
likely that such a firm understands that value can be created for buyers not only by additional benefits but
also by reducing their acquisition and use costs (Narver and Slater 1990). Additionally, a market oriented
company puts the customer at the "heart" of the business ( Kohli & Jaworski, 1990; Narver & Slater, 1990);
all activities in the organization are based around the customer.

2.2 Innovation theory

Innovation is generally quite important for business performance, both radical and incremental. Radical
innovation provides something new to the world that we live in. This type of innovation is sometimes
referred as breakthroughs, discontinuous or disruptive innovation (Jerry, Mahajan 1997) Due to a high
level of uncertainties, radical innovation cannot be described by orderly process. "Even though the radical
innovation life cycle includes many of the same sets of activities and decision points, the reality of
managing the process is strikingly different for radical versus incremental innovation." (Utterback 1994).

Incremental innovation implies a series of small improvements to an existing product or product line.
Incremental innovation is regularly used within the high technology business by companies that need to
continue to improve their products to include new features increasingly desired by consumers. (Leonard
1992). Sometimes it is referred as sustaining innovation and it uses existing forms or technologies as a
starting point.

On one hand, incremental innovation exploits existing technology, low uncertainty, focuses on cost or
feature improvements in existing products or services, processes, marketing or business model, improves
competitiveness within current markets or industries while on the other hand radical innovation explores
new technology, high uncertainty, focuses on processes, products or services with unprecedented performance features, creates a dramatic change that transforms existing markets or industries, or creates new ones. Therefore, in the planned study we investigated both types of innovation as they are relevant for organizational performance.

3. A six-step framework for conducting market orientation - marketing innovation research

The six-step framework for conducting the research in order to answer research questions consists of conducting a literature review, determining the model, explaining the survey design, describing the procedure used in designing the instrument, collecting the data, providing an explanation of the statistical procedures will be used to analyze the data and explaining findings and implications.

The six-step framework of this study of market orientation effects in the Saudi Arabian hospital sector comprises different methods, procedures and strategies trying to explain relationships between variables of our model. First of all, described the area of the research is to try to create an understanding of the area. This is the basis for descriptive research (Yin, 2003; Polit D. et al. 2004). The explanatory part of our study targets at testing and proving the constructed hypothesis by measuring the relationship between variables of our research model, answering the question why, building and elaborating on different theories, trying to identify why a certain phenomenon occurs. Our approach consisted of conducting a thorough literature review, research and analysis of the subject by setting the objectives and presenting the research question and further completing them using a measurement tool through which a statistical analysis would be conducted, and finally presenting the various relationships in the presented research model. Using the proposed model the objective is to answer all the research questions, taking into account and identifying all the potential literature gaps and filling them with a specifically constructed model. All the steps of the framework are explained further.

3.1 Step 1 and 2 - Literature review and model construction

The foregoing analysis of the literature will examine value of market orientation variables and their connection with radical and incremental innovation and the relationship and tested a moderating effect of formalization and centralization on the relationship between market orientation variables and innovation variables with the processes of centralization and formalization, i.e., to try and establish the connection on how activities of an organization, particularly those regarding planning and decision-making, become concentrated within a particular group or keeping all of the important decision-making powers within head office or the center of the organization and depending on how work roles are structured within an organization. We utilized already defined theories in order to construct the research model. Based on prior literature review and analysis, the hypothesized model elaborates the relationship between customer orientation, competitor orientation and inter-functional coordination on radical incremental innovation through the centralization and formalization process. There is a growing interest in the concept of market orientation, as empirical evidence shows that firms with a higher market orientation obtain better market performance, thus optimizing their economic and commercial results. When a company tries to expand
and deepen current customer relationships and the orientation that specific firm has to take when developing new customer relationships, has the potential to significantly impact overall firm performance (Kumar et al. 2006; Morgan and Hunt 1994; Palmatier et al. 2006). During a long period of time market orientation has become more and more important for the performance of firms. Market orientation has mainly been characterized to be focused on three main components: customer orientation, competitor orientation and inter-functional coordination. However a strong market orientation may not necessarily constitute a dominant market position for the firm although market orientation is defined as a business culture or behavior that leads to business success. Its influence on product innovation can result to be one way to enhance business performance. Company-wise, market orientation contributes to an improved understanding of the marketing.

**Figure 2-1** Market orientation – marketing innovation research model

H1. Customer orientation has a negative impact on radical innovation  
H2. Customer orientation has a positive impact on incremental innovation  
H3. Competitor orientation has a positive impact on radical innovation  
H4. Competitor orientation has a positive impact on incremental innovation  
H5. Inter-functional coordination has no significant impact on incremental innovation  
H6. Inter-functional orientation has a positive impact radical innovation  
H7. There is a negative moderating effect of centralization on the market orientation and marketing innovation relationship  
H8. There is a negative moderating effect of formalization on the market orientation and marketing innovation relationship
The refinement of the model will be performed based on the findings from the qualitative analysis. The chosen predictors are operationalized according to the existing studies with the existing scales as explained in the next section.

### 3.2 Step 3- Development of the measurement instrument

Through examining vast literature in the context of market orientation and innovation a number of empirical studies are identified. In this study, a series of indicators are used for each target construct. The measures of these constructs will be developed in several stages. First, based on the defined constructs, preliminary measures are adopted from the existing literature. The users Saudi Arabian hospitals have been selected as the data sources. As we choose to conduct a quantitative study we aimed to measure the constructs with the Likert scale. Therefore, all the scales are adopted from previous studies. Only the items and scales which proved to be valid and reliable are adopted. Some changes to the original scales are however made to suit the context of our study. The items are measured with a 7 point Likert scale, in order for the data to be normalized, with the anchors being 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = somewhat disagree, 3 = disagree, 4 = neutral, 5 = somewhat agree, 6 = agree, 7 = strongly agree. The items measured included customer and competitor orientation, formalization, centralization, inter-functional coordination, radical innovation and incremental innovation.

Some research variables are measured by multi-items, which are needed for reliability tests. The Cronbach’s alpha values are applied in order to demonstrate the satisfactory level of reliability of the research variables. The data will be collected in a way that primary and secondary data will be collected, namely primary data refers to the data researcher collected by himself. The data will be collected from various sources. The sample of the research included managers and staff who are greatly aware of the concepts of included customer and competitor orientation, formalization, centralization, inter-functional coordination, radical innovation and incremental innovation.

#### 3.2.1 Centralization

Centralization of decision making will be measured by a scale that was adopted from prior studies. They developed the scale by combining two scales developed by Hage and Aiken in 1967 and used sub-construct of hierarchy of authority scale and Dewar in 1980. Some changes in the vocabulary were made in order to fit the context of our research. The scale adopted exhibited sufficient reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha = $\alpha = 71$). Centralization of decision making indicates the extent to which decision making is concentrated in an organization (Aiken and Hage 1968). This reflects the extent an employee has to follow the guidelines set by the supervisor and the control which supervisor exerts over employees’ decision making. It is measured by a 5 item scale.
3.2.2 Formalization

The formalization process will be measured by a scale that was developed based on the study previously done by Desphande and Zaltman. Some changes in the vocabulary are performed in order to fit the context of our research. The scale adopted showed sufficient reliability. Formalization indicates the degree to which rules define roles, authority relations, communications, norms and sanctions, and procedures, and also defines the rules and procedures which occupy a central place inside of and organizational unit (Hall, Haas, and Johnson 1967). It is measured by a 5 item scale.

3.2.3 Customer orientation

Customer orientation was measured by a scale adopted from Narver and Slater (1990). The scale was developed based on their definition of the whole marketing orientation process, which they consider to be an organizational culture and as the implementation of the marketing concept. There have been several changes in the vocabulary in order for it to correspond to the context of our study. The scale that will be shown demonstrated adequate reliability (Cronbach's Alpha = (A = .83). Customer orientation refers to a group of actions taken by a business to support its sales and service staff in considering client needs and satisfaction their major priorities. According to Kohli and Jaworski (1990), business strategies that tend to reflect a customer orientation might include: developing a quality product appreciate by consumers; responding promptly and respectfully to consumer complaints and queries; and dealing sensitively with community issues.

3.2.4 Competitor orientation

Competitor orientation was measured by a scale combined of two scales developed by Narver and Slater (1990) and by (Despande 1998). There will be some modification of vocabulary in order to better adapt the context of our research. The scale adopted showed sufficient reliability (Cronbach's Alpha = (A = .64)). Competitor orientation is where the firm directs its resources to gathering information about competitor behavior and activities. The firm’s strategies would then be utilized based on the information gathered through any of these orientations. Their results are measured by a 5 item scale.

3.2.5 Inter-functional coordination

Inter-functional coordination was measured by a scale adopted Narver and Slater (1990). There will be some modification of the vocabulary in order to better suit the context of our study. The scale adopted demonstrated sufficient reliability (Cronbach's Alpha = (A = .80). Inter-functional coordination is connected with market orientation and is one of necessary principle of market orientation. It is not
possible to use market orientation without inter-functional coordination and the very concept of market orientation is based on marketing conception.

3.2.6 Radical innovation

Radical innovation will be measured by a scale adopted from Dewar (2006). The scale will be a combination of scales adapted from Avlonitis et al., 2001). There was some modification of the vocabulary in order to better suit the context of our research. The scale that was adopted showed sufficient reliability (Chronbach's Alpha= \( \alpha = 84 \)). Radical innovation, concerned with exploration of new technology, is fundamentally different from incremental innovation that is concerned with exploitation of existing technology. According to Dewar "Radical innovation is a product, process, or service with either unprecedented performance features or familiar features that offer potential for significant improvements in performance and cost." It creates such a dramatic change in processes, products, or services that they transform existing markets or industries, or create new ones.

3.2.7 Incremental innovation

Incremental innovation will be measured by a scale adopted from Dewar (2006) originating from Avlonitis et al., 2001). Some changes were made in the vocabulary to better suit the context of our study. The scale that was adopted showed sufficient reliability (Chronbach's Alpha= \( \alpha = 89 \)). The process of incremental innovation consists of a series of small improvements to an existing product or product line that usually helps maintain or improve its competitive position over time. According to Kohli and Jaworski, Incremental innovation is regularly used within the high technology business by companies that need to continue to improve their products to include new features increasingly desired by consumers.

3.3 Step 4 - Survey Setup and Data Collection

3.3.1 Research Setting and Sample

The sample includes members of the Saudi Arabian Armed Forces Hospital and other Saudi Arabian hospital in the country. The principal institution targeted will be the Armed Forces Hospital, Southern Region (AFHSR). We chose the aforementioned hospital because it is considered one of the most advanced centers in the Middle East. The respondents are key hospital managers and managerial staff from a variety of hospital departments as they are deemed to be most familiar with the factors influencing market innovation. Clearly, the groups targeted primarily concern represent the direct players in the marketing process, though the end-users can be either the hospital's staff or the patients themselves. Therefore, the stress and emphasis will be put on different staff of the hospital, meaning the managers, support, administrative and technical staff. Second sampling will be concerned with the doctors and other staff members. In our study our survey method consisted of examining a sample of key hospital managers and managerial staff from a variety of hospital departments including General Medicine, dermatology, Hematology, Neurology, General Surgery, Pediatrics, Orthopedics, Neurosurgery, Ophthalmology,
Cardiology, Oncology, Nephrology, Plastic Surgery, ENT, Urology and Oral Surgery.

Data collection studies can be framed in both qualitative and quantitative research (Kumar Ranjit, 2010). They can also be done through the use of questionnaires (Kaynak & Kara 2002). In this research, both primary and secondary data play a crucial role in providing answers to the research-based problem. The analysis in this study will be conducted and completed through the computation of the data in SPSS. In a way, the primary data ensure the quality in terms of validity and reliability of the research while secondary data give a thorough understanding of the concepts and models utilized to give credit to the topic. To conduct the survey concerning the market orientation variables and how they have an impact and influence marketing innovation, a questionnaire instrument will be developed and distributed online in order to collect all the necessary information for answering the given research questions.

Every variable in the marketing orientation process will be measured with an already existing multi-item scale that are adopted from different sources and adapted to fit the context of our study. This questionnaire is composed of various statements and questions, which required the Likert scale, a scale commonly involved in research that employs questionnaires, which gave all the necessary answers. All the various factors which could influence these relationships between marketing orientation variables and the innovation process itself are taken into consideration. This questionnaire will be developed and administered in English and Arabic, in case that the respondents of the questionnaire does not acquired a high enough proficiency level in English.

The questionnaire respondents within the hospitals have been selected based on their deep knowledge of the hospitals' overall marketing culture and practices. At the same time, they had to be senior enough to provide information on the Hospital. Consequently, the marketing manager and staff proved to be the appropriate individuals to contact. In order to improve the quality and clarity of the questionnaire, to make it easier to understand, suggestions and feedbacks have been solicited. After the solicitation and consultation, some of the questions will be improved and refined based on the feedback of the experts. After the comments of the experts are taken into consideration and minor modifications are performed, the final version of the questionnaire will be distributed to the participants of the study. The questionnaire will both be sent to managers of hospitals and hospital staff in general, in order to avoid the threat of common method bias. One part of the questionnaire required the respondents to give their demographic information, age, gender, occupation, career and their level of educations.

3.4 Step 5 - Data analysis

Next the patterns of results will be presented and analyzed for their relevance to the research issues or propositions and hypotheses. After the data has been collected and imported into Survey Monkey, an online survey platform, limited and well-reduces the problem errors which could have occurred during the data entry process. The analysis will be conducted with the latest version of SPSS statistical package. This package is widely used program for statistical analysis in social science. It is also used by market researchers, health researchers, survey companies, government, education researchers, marketing organizations, data miners, and others. (Lincoln and Guba, 1986). The research data will be screened prior to analysis. The analysis process will be conducted in three main parts. First, the normality of data has
been assessed in order to be able to continue with further analysis. Normality assessment will then be followed by the measurement tool evaluation. The process encompassed checking for validity and reliability of the questionnaire. Finally, the structural model analysis will be performed in order to determine the predictive value of our model and the hypothesis are discussed. Analysis will be performed for only complete responses and all missing values if any are eliminated.

3.5 Step 6 - Findings and implications

Given the fact that different companies are characterized by different levels of marketing orientation adoption, they should be classified depending on the degree to which they have developed a marketing orientation. In the case of our research, we are trying to examine the marketing orientation variables in the case of hospital sector in Saudi Arabia. Therefore we will find out the level of market orientation, marketing innovation, centralization and formalization in different hospitals. The purpose of this study is also to identify and evaluate the current state of innovation and which processes (centralization, formalization) and what type of orientation is most conducive to marketing innovation. We will expand our understanding of the different factors which influence these processes. This study will give the answer which type of orientation our sample of hospitals in Saudi Arabia in particular should take. The outcome of this study will deepen a further understanding on the correlation and the understanding of the relationship between market orientation variables and radical and incremental innovation processes. Consequently, our findings gave us an idea on which dimensions of market orientation have a significant impact on the aspects of marketing innovation.

4. Conclusion

In our study we proposed a market orientation – marketing innovation research model that is aimed to answer questions on which factors are most conducive to marketing innovation in the hospital sector in Saudi Arabia. The exact steps of the research process are explained in detail thus providing a framework for the future research in this domain. Consequently, we contributed to the existing research process, market orientation, and innovation literature. In the planned study all of the steps are executed as planned yielding relevant results and findings.
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